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Tonight on tv : matt "Colossal" and "Alice in wonderland"
You don't know what to watch tonight ? The Drafting of AlloCiné shows you the movies and series
on tv. In the program : a Disney-mad cult, Anne Hathaway is monstrous and Will Smith seductive
inveterate. "Allowed to watch" Alice in wonderland Hamilton Luske, Wilfred Jackson, Clyde
Geronomi (Ciné + Famiz, 20: 50) : "Forget the films of Tim Burton, Disney cartoon, dating from
1951, is a marvel. The spirit of crazy reign on the feature film from A to Z, with an inventiveness
that knows no limits. Special Mention to the sequences with the oysters and the walrus, to that of
the non-birthday and of course in the end with the queen. Amazing that a cartoon came out so long
ago is still today unsurpassed in its kind !" Laurent Schenck Colossal trailer VO Colossal Nacho
Vigalondo with Anne Hathaway, Jason Sudeikis (OCS Shock, 20h40) : "A nice suprise unfairly
dismissed from the cinema. Colossal is unique in its genre, both film monsters of japanese
inspiration and comedy codes american. Anne Hathaway holds with force and correctness the
head of the film. She is assisted brilliantly by Jason Sudeikis. Let yourself be carried away by this
narrative of fancy with twists that are unexpected." Caroline Langlois 'zapper' Hitch - Expert en
seduction trailer VF Hitch - Expert en seduction by Andy Tennant with Will Smith, Kevin James
(TF1 Series, Movies, 21h) : "A romantic comedy in the best meaning formatted for the term :
predictable and not very funny, "Hitch" gets really irritating when it addresses the theme of archithis at the cinema, the seducer chaining conquests which falls in spite of himself for the first time in
his life in love..." Lawrence Schenck "Permitted to speak" And otherwise, among all the movies that
are coming this evening, what is your favorite ? What are you going to watch this Tuesday,
February 12,? To find all programs, go directly to the grid by clicking here.
The Big Bang Theory : Kaley Cuoco is preparing to say goodbye to the sitcom cult
Extracts Us : Jordan Peele plunged a family in the horror
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